Travel to the future and design with advanced technologies to create a better tomorrow!

Scientists have created a wormhole to alternate futures!
To help steer humanity toward the best future, you—a Future Design Scout—will be sent forward in time to design with future
technologies. You’ll help and sabotage other Scouts in your quest to bring back an invention that best aligns with a common Key Value.

The mission

What you’ll need

Playing the game

Future Scouting encourages designers to design
with values in mind. Each game will have a Key
Value determined at the start of the game (e.g.
Kindness, Security, Health, etc.). The players’
mission is to design the future invention that
most enables the Key Value.

A timer app or stopwatch
3 Dice (or a free online dice rolling app/website)
One pen/pencil per user for sketching
Print 1 x A3 copy of game sheets 1-4 for every
player
Print 1 x A3 copy of the game sheet 5

Starting with sheet 1, the players review the
sheet instructions. When all are ready, the Time
Keeper starts the timer. All players complete
their game sheets at the same time until the TIme
Keeper calls time.

Number of players

Set up

You can have as many players as you like, but for
more than 6 consider forming groups.

Hand everyone a copy of the 4 game sheets, and
keep sheet 5 aside for the last collaboration step.

1 person can play by playing the Reviewer and
Sabotager themselves. 2 players will play both
Reviewer and Sabotager for each other.

The group alocates 1 x Time Keeper for
the game to start and stop time for each
game sheet, and to roll for the Key Value.

Created by designer/author

Damien Lutz

Play the game sheets in order from 1 to 4, then
collaborate on sheet 5 to discuss each
innovation. After each player presents their
invention, the other players score it on how well it
enables the Key Value.
The scores for each invention are totalled and
divided by the number of players—this is the
Value Score.
The invention with the highest Value Score is
most aligned with the Key Value
and becomes the winner.
Good luck scouting—a better
tomorrow depends on it!

damienlutz.com.au
A BETTER
TOMORROW
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wormhole by ProSymbols from the Noun Project
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All players roll
Roll 3 dice to determine your
future tech
3. Drones
4. Flying cars
5. Fake memory downloads
6. Realistic humanoids
7. Nanobots
8. Smart devices predicting
your needs
9. Bionic limb enhancements
10. Always-on augmented
reality

11. Driverless vehicles
12. ID chips at birth
13. Robotics replacing manual
labour
14. 3D printing
15. Holographic companions
16. Mind to mind
communication implants
17. Super zoom contact lens
18. Customisable skin

All players roll

3

Time Keeper rolls for all

Roll 1 die to determine the
interaction type

Only the Time Keeper rolls
3 dice to determine the
game’s Key Value

1. Voice
2. Touch
3. Mind
4. Eyes
5. Emotions
6. Sounds other than words

3. Creativity
4. Education
5. Empathy
6. Environmentalism
7. Diversity
8. Freedom
9. Friendship
10. Health

11. Honesty
12. Justice
13. Kindness
14. Love
15. Peace
16. Privacy
17. Security
18. Sharing

Your mission:
Invent a technology utilising:
Write technology
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…controlled by:
Write interaction type

…to encourage/maintain:
Write Key Value

2. You’ve reached the future.
Sketch and note as many di!ererent ideas as you can in response to your mission.

4min
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Hologram icon by Julien Deveaux from the Noun Project

3. Test it!
Test your invention in the market before you take it to the present. Get a review, and watch out for sabotage!

1

Designer

4min

Pick one idea from sheet 2 and design a promotional/information web page.
When the timer ends, hand this sheet to the person on your right.

Reviewer

2

4min

Imagine using the invention and critique how it enables or disables the Key Value.
When the timer ends, hand this sheet to the the person on your right (if only 2
playing, keep the sheet and be the Sabotager also).

Write a headline
Tagline

Illustrate your idea

3

Sabotager

2min

Roll 1 die for your sabotage, then the Time Keeper starts the timer. Describe how your
sabotage will disable the Key Value. When the timer ends, hand this worksheet back
to the Designer.

List Benefits
1. Privacy breach

List Features

2. Terrorist uses the device
3. Troll attacks users
4. Hacker takes control of a
device

Add a call to action

5. Virus
6. Support cut o!
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4. Optimise your invention
Ideate how to resolve usability and security problems to optimise your invention.

1

Review the usability and security problems arising in sheet 3—
sketch/note ideas how to optimise your invention’s enabling of
the Key Value.

4min

2

Now you’ve optimised your invention, fill out the report on your
way back to the present.

Future Technology Report
The

[write your invention’s name]

will solve the problem of…
[describe how a lack of the Key Value could affect society]

by giving people…

supported by…

that will…
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[list the benefits of your invention]

[explain your invention’s security]

[explain how the benefits enable the Key Value]

4min

5. You made it back to the present!

Key Value
Write Key Value

Time to evaluate your inventions according to how well they enable the Key Value.

1

One by one, each player presents their invention report.

2

The other players discuss how much they think it enables the
Key Value and then scores the invention from 1 to 10.

3

Add the scores and divide by the
number of players to get the Value
Score. Write the invention’s
name on the Value Meter.

4

After all inventions have
been scored on the
Value Meter, the one
closest to 10 is
the most aligned
with the Key
Value—and
the winner!
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Well done, Future Design Scouts!
Humanity is now headed toward a better future.
But be ready to go again, because no future is guaranteed until we’re living it.
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Share your inventions

#futurescouting

